This experimental fact is now we'll understood as being due to the Pai:tli exclusion principle cotnbined with the fact 1that the 1r 0 has odd parity. 1 • 3 • 4 The total cross section for reaction ( 1) is plotted in Fig. 1 .
The information on angular distt·ibutions is mu~h more limited, primari~y r>ecause the gamn'la-ray angular distributions only weakly reflect the neutral-pion angular distributions. One n1uat measure gamrna-ray fluxes very accurately to obtain even lir.nited accuracy for 1T 1 distributions, unless one can n1easure the energy specha of th_e ga,rnma rays as well.
The angular distribution for reaction ( 1) can be expressed by expanding in even powers of cosO; i.e •• co/dV. ( z been done so far, terms higher than cos 0 have not been needed to fit the data.
Unfortunately, experiments below 440 MeV were not precise enough to make a con-. elusive determination of even the coslO term. 6 • 10
Prokoshkln and Tiapkin find that at 445 MeV, b st: l: i.e .
• appro::dmately equal numbers of pions are distributed isotropically and with a cos 2 o distribution. 11
At 660 MeV they find that the distdbutlon has become isotropic. In contrast to this, Dunaitsev and Prokoshkin find that the pions are produced isotropically over the entir~ region from 400 to 660 MeV. 5 The results of York et al. at 397 to 445 MeV are also consistent with isotropic production, 12 The only experiment on hydrogen done with a pair spectrometer finds b :: 0.1±0.03 at 660 MeV. 13
Information on the 11' 3 energy distribution in reaction ( 1) is almost nonexistent.
One must have accurate gamma-ray spectra at several angles ·of view to obtain this lnformat lon, and this has not been available. Baiu.kov and Tiapkin find that at 660
MeV the most probable ,., energy is about 0.45 times the maximum available. 13 The purpose of ou1· experiment was to obtain more detailed information on the ,, angular and ener.gy distribution in t·eaction (1) than has_ been available heretofore.,
From the Russian work at slightly lower energies it is expected ~hat the angular . distribution will be nearly isotropic at 735 l\1eV incident-proton energy. Furthermore, the isobar model may be expected to play an important role.
U. EXPERIMENTAL METHOo
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In this experiment the external proton beam traversed a liquid·hydrogen target in the proton cave of the 184-inch cyclotron. The physical layout used for the 6-deg setup is shown in Fig. Z . The arrangement of the magnets differed only slightly for the other two angles.
The mean energy of the proton beam at the center of the target was 735 MeV.
The average intensity was ZX 10 11 protons/sec. _Through use of an auxiliary dee, this beam was spilled out evenly over a period of 8 msec, giving a duty cycle of
approximately 50% It was monitored by means of a secondary-emission chamber similar to that used by Larsen, 15 ThE! flask of the liquid-hydrogen target was 6-in. thick, The external con· struction was· a_uch that a thin window permitted us t~ view the gamma rays at any angle between 0 and 90 deg in the laboratory, Gamma-ray energy spectra were measured by either of two pair spectrometers.
both of which us.ed plastic scintillator& to count the electrons and positrons, For the energy region ZO to 100 MeV we used a conventional 180-deg spectrometer with six positron and six electron counters, For the energy region 100 to 650 MeV we used a spectrometer which had the unusual geometry shown in Fig, 3 . In' endeavoring to minimize multiple counts due to electron scattering, this arrangement was found to be distinctly superior to the conventional design in which the counters are arrayed in two straight lines diverging from the converter center,
In both of our spectrometers the light pulses from the scintillator& were piped to 6810A photomultipliers via lucite light pipes oriented vertically in long holes drilled through the poles and yoke of the "ORION" H magnet; Details concerning the design . 16 and operation of these spectrometers will be published elsewhere.
Between the last sweeping magnet (M 4 in Fig. 2 ) and the pair spectrome~er we placed a counter using a 0.020-in, -thick plastic scintillator. It functioned in anticoincidence with the spectrorrn~ter counters in order to elimirl.ate events due to charged particles that had escaped sweeping magnets M 3 and M 4 . Using this counter I we were able to increase the converter in-out ratio by about a £actor of two.
The electronic system used to determine electron-positron coincidences is shown in a simplified block diagram in Fig. 4 by using a prograrn described in Sec. IV.
III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
We took data at the three laboratory angles of 6.l A run under a given set of conditions typically lasted about 15 minutes, after which we turned off the counters in order to read out the data. Time was allocated to converter-in and converter-out operations approximately in propo1·tion to the . . ; . .
square roots of the counting rates, in order to minimize the statistical error for a fiX(td amount of running time. The observed convertc:t· in~out ratio vaded between 1. 5: 1 and 15: 1, depending on the exl~'e l'ime1ital conditions.
IV. DATA ANALYmS AND CORRECTIONS
As previously mentioned, our ~xperimental method differed from that of other workers in the !h,ld of pail-spectrometry in one. iinportant rcapect: :rather than take data at only one, or at n"lost a few magnetic field settings. we. varied our magnetic field in small incn~ments over a very wide 1·ange. This posud a ra.ther unuaual problem in the data analysifJ, At each field setting, as many as 36 different energy channels (with the circular spectrometer) are defined, depending upon the particular combination of counters producing the coincidence. Since we collected data at 16 different magnetic fields, this meant that there were 576 diffe1·t.mt energy channels between minimurn and maximum energy.
Conventional pair spectrometers have certain symmetry properties which greatly reduce this number, However, with the circular geometry shown in Fir,. 3 all these symmetry properties were destro;red, Conceptually the data analysis was no more difficult but the arnount oflabor involved was now enormously greater, For A thorough dil:!lcussion of these corrections will be given in the article describing the p~ir spectrometers, to which previous reference has been made. 16 Figure 5 ahows the spectra obtained at 650 deg-after all corrections have been made -with the circular spectrometer and the 180-deg spectrometer. plotted separately. A few percent adjustment of the normalization of one spectrometer to the other has been made, The close sirr,dlal."ity in the spectral shapes obtained with two spectrometers of such widely cliffel'ing geometries gave us considerable confidence in the analysis described above.
V. RESULTS
The gamma-;ray spectra observed at the three lab angles of 6. 32, and 60 deg are shown in Fig. 6 sharply at the low-energy end, they never actu~ly reached zero. This was probably due to multiple radiation processes in the collimators by which a high-energy gamma ray can produce one or more low-energy gamrna rays.
The errors shown a1·e statistical errors only. The errors on most points are less than Zo/~ except at the lowest energies. In addition, there are systematic
Tbeae errore corne primarily !rom w1certaintiea in the measurement o£ the proton current, due to problems encountered with the secondary-emission monitor chamber.
In I<"'ig. 7 we show the aame gamma-ray spectra alter they have been transformed into the two-p1·oton barycentric system. In thio system the predicted high-energy cutoffs are now all at the same energy: 301 MeV, The predicted low-energ-y cutoff is 15 MeV.
The errors shown in Fig., 7 are larger than those shown in Fig. 6 . This is because a reproc.hlcibility error,. estimated to be equal to 2% of the value of each point, has been added to the etatiatical error. This was done in order to make the
}
. ' goodness-of-fit parameter v.:/ d ::: 1 in the least-squares analysis to be described below,
The '( is the total squared deviation and d is the number of degrees of freedom.
VI. ANALYSIS
Because there is no analytic way to deduce neutral-pion spectra !rom gamma-ray spectra, a pion spectrum waa Cit to the data by trial and error by using the method of least squa1·es. A computer program was written which computed the ganima-ray spectrum due to an asaumed pion apech·urn. This spectrum contained three angular 2 4 . . .
terms -isoh·opic, cos e, and cos e-and momentum terms that were given by the three-body final-state phase space multiplied by a power sedes in the barycentric pion momentum. This power series contained terms up to and including the eighth power. That is, the pion spectt·um was assumed to be of the form
where f(p) is equal to three-body final-state phase space.
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Tho para.rneters a , b , c w~re all varied until '( 2 between the garnxua-ray n n n spr;1ctruxn predicted by (3) and the data were 1ninimh:ed.
The Cul"V(HJ in Fig, 7 show the gamma-ray spectl·a rermlting from (3) with the beFJt values of the para.nu~ters detet•mined hy the least .. aquarea an.nlysis. The excellent fit obtained is tbe basis for our statement that there is no evidence for high-energy garn.r:na rays produced by nny source other than neutral-pion decay.
Because o! the unreliability of the data at the low -ene1·gy end o£ the spectrum, as discussed in Sec. V, they were not included in the least-squares analysis. They comprise the points below 55 MeV in Fig. 7 , as indicated by the dashed line. The resulta of the least-squares analysis were insensitive to the exact value of this cutoff energy~
The corresponding pion momentum spectra at 0, 45, and 90 deg in the bat·y-centric system are shown in Fig, 8 . The dotted curve represents the pion sp<:!ctrum given by phase space, assuming an isotropic angular distribution. The curves in Fig. 8 a:re normalized to our observed total cross aect'ion (4) which is included in the plot of Fig. 1 . 1 1 /e obtained (4) by integrating (3) over angle and energy, using the best values for the parameters. The error is due primarily to the uncertainty in tho measurement o£ the al>oolute proton flux striking the hydrogen ta~:get.
The angular dist,-ibution of pions for the spectra plotted in Fig. 8 
. A fit that was almost aa good was obtained by using only the isotropic and cos 
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The momentum spectra, however, were virtually the same as those plotted in 
Vn. CONCLUSIONS.
We now may compare our pion angular diatrl buttons with those of Dunaiteev . 5
and Prokoshldn. They assumed that the pion angular distribution was given by dO' \} 1 2
and used their measurements to determine the value of the parameter· b from 500 to 665 MeV. 
where , = p/tJ.c.
The ~curve labeled "isobar model" represents the pion momentum apcctrurn c:alc\tlated by Lindenbaum and Sternheirner at 800 .. M le1b proton energy, In this calculation they aaaurned isotropic isobar production and decay. All momenta on the abscissa for this cu:rv•' have been adjusted in order to make the m~dmum allowable momentwn the sam~ as that at our energy of 735 MeV.~ We feel that the comparison is still valid even though the energy at which Lindenbaum ap.d Ste1·nheimor 1·nade their calculation was 800 l\1.eV, and that at which our data was taken was 735 1\..teV. This is because the difference in available energy in the ba1·ycentdc system ia only 27 MeV at the above two lab energies whereas the width of the isoba1· resonance ia ab~Jut 140 l\leV.
The curve labeled "phase space'' represents the three-body f~nal-state phase space, assw\iing isotropic pion p1·oduction, All th1·ee curves in Fig. 10 have been normalized to the total cross section given by Eq. (4).
Thc1
•e is some disagreement between the detailed shapes of the pion spectra given by experim~nt and the isobar model. (The cliscrepancy for , < 1 could be due to rpultiple 11'!:1 production which we have ignored. 9 ) Nevertheless, it is clear that the isobar model gives much better agreement than does a phase space diatribution. In particula.r, there is a strong enhancement of pion production in the region , = 1. 5 to 1. 7 , shown by both experiment and the isobar-model calculation, which iS not as pronounced · in ·the phase space difJtl'ibuti.on.
.Jl ..
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On the basis o£ thio comparison in Fig. 10 we conclude that at 735-MeV lab proton energy the isobat· model mechanism is prominent hi reaction (1).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 6 . Gamma-ray energy spectra as measured in the laboratory.
7.
The gamma-ray spectra after h·ansformation into the barycentric system.
All quantities in this figu:re have been transformed into the barycentric system.
The curves represent the gamma-ray spectra resulting from the neutral-pion spectra giving the best £it to the data as determined by the least-squares analysis.
Data to the left of the vertical dashed line were not included in this analysis.
8.
The neutral-pion spectra in the barycent:dc system wh!ch give the gamma-ray spectra plotted in Fig. 6 . The dotted. curve represents the pion spectrum given by the three-body final-state phase space. It ia normalized to give the same.
total cross section as the solid curves, issuniing• an isotropic angular distribution. 9 . Valueo of the coefficient b in the expansion d<r, ') 1 l.
"'""Ctrr ex: 3 + b cos 6. 10. Pion momentum spectra in the barycentric system. ..
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